et us examine Riabouchinsky’s paradox a little more carefutly
and show how its resolution is related to choosing a system of
units where the “fundamental com%ants” @tdt as Pkmek’s
constant h and the speed of light c) can be set equal to ussity.
The paradox had to do with whether temperature could be used as
an independent dimensional unit even though it can be defined as the
mean kinetic energy of the molecular motion. Rayleigh had chosen
five physical variables (length /, temperature difference 8, velocity V,
specific heat C, and heat conductivity K) to describe Boussinesq’s
problem and had assumed that there were four independent
dimensions (energy E, length L, time T, and temperature @. Thus
the solution for T/To necessarily is an arbitrary function of one
dimensionless combination. To see this explicitly, let us examine the
dimensions of the five physical variables:

L

[0=

L+[01= e, [VI= L7_1, [Cl = m-3e-1,
and [Kl = EL-l~@-l

.

Clearly the combination chosen by Rayleigh, IvC/K, is ditnensionIess. Although other dimensionless combinations can be formed, they
are not independent of the two combinations (lvC/K and T/TO)
selected by Rayleigh.
NOWsuppose, along with Riabcsuchinsky, we use our knowledge of
the kinetic theory to define temperature “as the mean kinetic energy
of the molecules” so that El is no longer an independent dimension.
This means there are now only rftree independent dimensions and the
solution will depend on an arbitrary function of Iwo dimensionless
combinations. With e cc E, the dimensions of the physical variables
become:
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Each variable then responds as follows:
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R is clear that, in addition to Raykigh’s dimensionless variable, there
is stow a new independent combination, C/3 for example, that is
dimensionless. To reiterate Rayleigh: “it would indeed be a paradox
if the .firlher knowledge of the nature of heat . . . put us in a Ivorse
position than before.. . it would be well worthy of discussion.”
Like almost all paradoxes, there is a bogus aspect to the argument.
It is certainly true that the kinetic theory allows one to express an
energy as a temperature. However, this is only useful and appropriate
for situations where the physics is dominated by molecular considerations. For macroscopic situations such as Boussinesq’s problem, the
molecular nature of the system is irrelevant: the microscopic
variables have been replaced by macroscopic averages embodied in
phenomenological properties such as the specific heat and conductivity. To make Riabouchinsky’s identification of energy with temperature is to introduce irre/evanf physics into the problem,
Exploring this further, we recall that such an energy-temperature
identification implicitly involves the introduction of Boltzmann’s
factor k. By its very nature, k will only play an explicit role in a
physical problem that directly involves the molecular nature of the
system; otherwise it will not enter. Thus one could describe Ihe
system from the molecular viewpoint (so that k is involved) and {hen
take a macroscopic limit. Taking the limit is equivalent to setting
k = O; the presence of a finite k indicates that explicil effects due 10
the kinetic theory are imporlant.
With this in mind, we can return to Boussinesq’s problem and
derive Riabouchinsky’s result in a somewhat more illuminating
fashion. Let us fo}low Rayleigh and keep E, L, T, and 0 as the

chosen lo be mass .11. Icngih l.. and [Imc Y“.
These arc [hc hlddcn scale parameters.
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independent dimensions but add k (with dhtsasions EQ3”i) as a new
physical variable. The soiutim? will now be ass asWtwry &net&n of’
two independent dimmsaiorsless vtwkMe&‘&vCYKmidktY.Wisest
Riabouchinsky chose to make C13Isis other dimetssidess variabk,
he, in effkct, chose a system of units whew k S=1. But that was a
terrible thing to do here since the physics di-tea thatk-9! htdm$,
if k = Owe regain Rayleigh”5ori#tMd reaw~ that&we ha%e *
@e
dimensionless variable. It is somewhat iwmic that Rayhigh’s remarks
miss the point “further knowledge of the nature of heat afforded by
molecular theory” does not put one in a better position for solving
the problem—rather, it leads to a microscopic description of K and
C. The important point pertinent to the problem setup by Ray!&b is
that knowledge of the molecular theory is irrelevant and k must not
enter.
The lesson here is an important one because it illustrates the role
played by the fundamental constants. Consider Planck’s constant
h = h/2~ ii would be completely inappropriate to introduce it into a
problem of classical dynamics. For example, any solution of the
scattering of two billiard balls will depend on macroscopic variables
such as the masses, velocities, friction coellicients, and so on. Since
billiard balls are made of protort~ it might be tempting to the purist
to include as a dependent variable the proton-proton total cross
section, which, of course, involves h. This would clearly be tots@y
inappropriate but is analogous to what Riabouchinsky did in
Boussinesq’s problem.
Obviously, if the scattering is between two microscopic “atomic
billiard balls” then h must be included. In this case it is not oniy quite
legitimate but often convenient to choose a system of units where
h == 1. However, having done so one cannot directly recover the

~d~t=

cksierd limit corresponding to h = O. With h = 1, one is stuck in
sIust@rxmmechaaies just as, with k = 1, one is stuck in kinetic theory.
.4 simlhr sitsatiom
obviowsiy occurs in relativity the velocity of
Ii@t e must stat occur’in tlse classieai Newtonian limit. However, in a
twktivistie situatimr one is quite at liberty to choose units where
c = t. &g@tingtlvJMchoice, though, presumes the physics involves
reks$iwity.
The core of particle physics, relativistic quantum field theory, is a
synthesis of quantum mechanics and relativity. For this reason.
particle physicists find that a system of units in which h ==c ==1 is
not only convenient but is a manifesto that quantum mechanics and
relativity are the basic physical laws governing their area of physics.
In quantum mechanics, momentum p and wavelength L ate related
by tlw & Bro@e relation: p = 2xft~, similarly, energy E and frequency to tire related by Planck’s formula: E = ha). In relativity we
have the famous Einstein relation: E = m~. Obviously if we choose
h = c = 1, all energies, masses, and momenta have the same units
(for example, electron volts (eV)), and these are the same as inverse
Iengttts and times. Thus larger energies and momenta inevifabl.v
correspond to shorter times and lengths.
Using this choice of units automatically incorporates the profound
physics Oftite usteertainty principle to probe short space-time intervals one needs lame ersergks. A useful number to remember is that
10-’3 eemimeter, or 1 fermi (frn), equals the reciprocal of 200 MeV.
We then find that the eketrott mass ( = I/2 MeV) corresponds to a
km@h of z 400 fro-its
Comptcm wavelength. Or the 20 TeV
(2 X lt37 MeV) typically proposed for a possible future facility
corresponds to a length of 10–’8centimeter. This is the scale distance
that such a machine will probe! ■
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Equating [hcse two different ways of effecting
a scale change leads to the identity

example,

and .\,’ = r,. so that Eq. 23 reduces to

if we were to consider changes in

the mass scale, we would use il/i)ltf
and the
chain rule for partial differentiation to arrive
at
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When we set L,if = 1, differentiation

transform

18 and 20 yields

separa[cly

and

or transform

multiply
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the
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ap-

the final result must

be the same.
We now want 10 ensure that Ihe resuhing
form of Ihc equation dots not depend on A.
This is best accomplished
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using Euler’s trick
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.4s a concrete example. consider the equation
E = m(2. To change scale one can either
L’ directly

$ =aF.

+ a,pvt,

Obviously this can be repeated wi~h ll.
and lT to obtain a set of three coupled partial
differential equations expressing the fundamental scale ln)artunce olph \,~wa/ Ialts (that
/.s, Ihc lrr~ar(un(,e o(’[he ph~w(,.s 10 (he ch(IIce
@t{nl/.\) Implicit In Fourier’s original work.
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